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What’s Next for Searsville? 

By Lennie roBertS LegisLative advocate & 

Shani KLeinhauS environmentaL advocate 

with santa cLara vaLLey audubon society

co m mit tee  fo r  g reen  fo othills
greenfootnotes

Summer 2015greenfoothillS.org

On May 1, the day Stanford University released its 
plans for Searsville Dam, an article labeled “1000 
dams down and counting” was published in the 
journal Science. This study showed that stream 

ecosystems are resilient, and respond quickly and positively to 
dam removal. It also cautioned that current models are not very 
effective at predicting downstream effects. With that in mind–
what should be the fate of Searsville Dam? 

Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society and the Committee for 
Green Foothills started grappling with this question in 2011 
when we were asked to support dam removal. Although removing 
a dam that no longer serves its original purpose of water storage 
is clearly an appealing idea, we were concerned about the many 
unknowns and decided not to take a position at that time. We 
did not doubt that dam removal would facilitate passage of 

steelhead trout to their upstream historic spawning areas, but 
what were the likely impacts to other habitats and sensitive species 
that live in the watershed? 

We were also concerned about increased flood risks to the 
8,400 homes and businesses in the creek’s historic floodplain in 
East Palo Alto, Palo Alto, and Menlo Park. No dam removal 
project located above a similar highly developed flood zone has 
ever been attempted. We asked ourselves, what are the risks to 
cities downstream? And what opportunities are associated with 
the dam that could be lost if it is removed?
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Habitat created by Searsville Dam is home to many important wildlife and plant species.

This article originally appeared in the Almanac News on May 20, 2015, and 

the Palo Alto Weekly on May 29, 2015.
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We received a huge boost last November with a generous gift from Richard and Beth 
DeAtley. The couple gave $500,000 dedicated to our legislative advocacy program.

Their dedication to the environment can be traced back to their childhoods. 
“I grew up in Idaho, a state of great beauty, with pine forests and mountains, working 

on my uncle’s family farm,” says Richard. Beth “grew up in the Virginia countryside, surrounded by trees 
and landscape. We took for granted that it would always be beautiful.”

Richard and Beth were both raised in households where conservation and the environment 
were a part of life. Around the time Committee for Green Foothills was founded, when large cities 
were paving over the countryside, Beth’s parents and their neighbors banded together to prevent 
subdividing of parcels of less than five acres.

Richard and Beth moved to the San Francisco Bay Area before they met with hopes of living 
where incredible scenic beauty surrounds bustling cities filled with visionary people open to new 
ideas. “I can’t think of anything worse than being surrounded by buildings and cement all the 
time,” says Richard, “I feel best when I’m surrounded by nature and greenery, and I want to do 
what I can to protect what we have left.”

Richard was the President of West Coast Aggregates (WCA), a quarrying firm, and will be the 
first to say that he’s always been an industrial-type guy. But, he says, “I was very mindful about 
declaring that our motto was ‘An environmentally concerned company.’ This byline meant 
something to me. We wanted to tell the world that we cared.”

In 2014 a long permitting process for WCA’s quarry expansion just a few miles east of Half 
Moon Bay came to an end unopposed by the California Coastal Commission because of the 
environmental initiatives Mr. DeAtley championed. Among the many mitigations offered by WCA 
was giving back two-thirds of the property with an easement funded in perpetuity.

About Committee for Green Foothills, Richard and Beth say, “It’s an organization that has 
our trust. Those who develop need to learn to coexist with the environment. We need to protect 
our local landscapes.”

The DeAtley’s extraordinary gift, one of the largest ever given to our organization, will help 
fund our advocacy efforts long into the future. 
And not only will our work be helped 
tremendously, but the entire area surrounding 
the WCA quarry also will benefit from the 
environmental commitment made by the 
DeAtleys. 

The gift comes via a donor-advised fund from 
the Silicon Valley Community Foundation. It is 
earmarked for the legislative advocacy program 
and will have a maximum annual draw of 
$75,000. Combined with annual giving from 
our members, the gift will protect our three 
advocate staff positions for many years to come.  
If you are interested in making a designated gift 
to support our Legislative Advocacy program, 
as the DeAtley’s did, I hope you will let us know.

We are a grassroots 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organization working to establish  
and maintain land use policies that 
protect the environment throughout 
santa clara and san mateo counties.

our mission is to protect the open 
spaces, farmlands, and natural 
resources of santa clara and san 
mateo counties through advocacy, 
education, and grassroots action.
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Extraordinary Gift from Unexpected Source
By megan meDeiroS executive director

Megan Medeiros is our Executive 
Director. Raised in the foothills 
of the Mount Diablo Range, she 
now lives in downtown San Jose. 
She enjoys hiking, bicycling, and 
rock climbing.

Richard and Beth DeAtley enjoying the wildflowers on 
our April hike at Harvey Bear Ranch County Park.
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was not right for 
me, and I spent the 
next several years 
working at the 
Guatemala News 
and Information 
Bureau.” 

Like Malcolm, 
Dav id i s  a 
transplant from 
the east coast, 
drawn to the area 
by its combination 
of natural beauty 
a nd cu ltura l 
diversity. Since 
first arriving here 
in 1973, he had 
enjoyed exploring 
the Bay Area’s open 
spaces, but never in a deep way. 

But on a hike one day, David decided that the beauty and 
diversity of the local landscape deserved a publication that would 
share the importance of our region’s wild places. “It’s simple 
really. I thought the natural landscapes of the Bay Area were 
incredibly beautiful and wanted to understand them more deeply 
and share that with others.”

So, David met with Malcolm a second time in 1997 to propose 
that they work together to create such a publication. “We sketched 
out an estimated budget on the back of an envelope to see if it 
could work,” remembered David. “The $50,000 annual deficit 
looked daunting to me, but Malcolm said, ‘No, this can work.’ 
And off we went.” One man’s talents were a perfect complement 
to the other’s.

With a generous grant from the Packard Foundation, the first 
Bay Nature issue was released in 2001. 

With David serving both as the magazine’s publisher and  as 
Executive Director of Bay Nature Institute, the organization is 
stronger than ever. For the past 15 years, it has been the intelligent 
regional voice for our unique local environment and for the 
community of people and organizations who work for its 
preservation. “It is because of David’s intuition about what readers 
wanted that resulted in Bay Nature’s success for all these years,” 

Extraordinary Gift from Unexpected Source
By ron erSKine board vice President

At our 12th annual Nature’s Inspiration gala this 
October, Committee for Green Foothills will be 
celebrating the accomplishments of two icons in 
California publishing. Through Heyday Books and 

Bay Nature magazine, Malcolm Margolin and David Loeb have 
challenged readers to see our landscape and our place in it with 
a fresh perspective. 

While the work of Malcolm and David overlaps, it is only at 
the margins, and each man expresses a distinct personal vision. 
Two of our board members, Helen Chapman and Ron Erskine, 
along with Executive Director Megan Medeiros, recently sat down 
with our honorees to hear their stories. 

“I drove to the Bay Area from New York in a VW bus during 
the summer of love and found 
a unique community that 
welcomed and interested me,” 
said Malcolm, “Feeling at home, 
I settled in Berkeley and never left.”

Malcolm went on to found 
Heyday Books, an independent 
nonprofit publisher with an 
eclectic library of titles on 
history, nature, architecture, 
politics, and the diversity of 
cultures—both native and 
immigrant—all deeply rooted 
in the California landscape. He 
is himself a 
published author, 
with well-known 
books like The 
Ohlone Way: Indian 
Life in the San 
Francisco-Monterey 
Bay Area.

At our meeting 
David reminded 
Malcolm of their 
first encounter, 
when Malcolm 
interviewed David 
for an off ice 
manager job at 
Heyday. “We both 
agreed that the job 

Honoring Two Icons in California Publishing: 
Malcolm Margolin and David Loeb

“If it wasn’t for the 

advocacy of groups 

like Committee for 

Green Foothills, 

there wouldn’t be 

anything for us to 

write about.” 

Malcolm Margolin

David Loeb

Continued on Page 10
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Since we wanted more information before taking a position, we 
expressed an interest in comprehensive studies of options that included 
evaluation of all the risks and tradeoffs. We were invited to join the 
25-member Searsville Alternatives Study Advisory Group, which 
began meeting in early 2013. Other stakeholders included local elected 
officials, regulatory agencies, environmental and conservation interest 
groups, representatives of Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, and 
residents concerned with upstream and downstream flooding risks. 
For two years we heard presentations from many disciplines, asked 
questions, and reviewed studies, models, and engineering and 
technological solutions. Our Advisory Group evaluated risks, discussed 
benefits and tradeoffs, and considered alternatives–each stakeholder 
contributing his or her own unique perspective.

As representatives of environmental organizations working in the 
communities of the San Francisquito watershed, we focused not only 
on fish passage but also on the larger suite of habitats and resources, 
and the potential results of any action on the myriad species (and 
people) that share the watershed. A particular concern was the potential 
loss of open water at Searsville reservoir (at a great cost to bat species); 
potential loss of up to 200 acres of wetlands and wetland/riparian 
forest (at a great cost to migratory bird species); and unavoidable 
sedimentation of the creek downstream and the Bay (with potential 
impacts to several endangered species and increased flood risks).

Stanford’s Faculty and Staff Steering Committee has also been 
intensively studying Searsville’s options on a separate, parallel track. 
Their recommended course of action: create an opening at the bottom 
of the dam to drain the reservoir and flush out the fine sediment, 
with the intent that this will allow fish passage and provide attenuation 
of peak flood flows. Some habitats will be restored under this plan, 
while others will be reduced, relocated, or lost. A major advantage 
of this option is that it is reversible; if models of sediment impacts 
and risks of downstream flooding prove inaccurate, and adverse 
impacts become evident in the watershed, the opening in the dam 
can be closed. 

The Searsville Alternatives process now begins an intensive new 
phase of public and environmental agency review. This process will 
be rigorous, particularly since many questions remain and details 
need to be fleshed out. There will be many opportunities for public 
engagement, and shovels in the ground will be several years away.

We thank Stanford University for inviting us to participate in the 
Searsville Alternatives Study Advisory Group and thank the other 
stakeholders that made it such an engaging educational experience. 
We are glad the collective wisdom of this process has chosen a cautious 
path forward.

Steelhead trout would gain 

access to historic spawning 

and rearing habitat in the 

upper watershed of corte 

madera creek and its 

tributaries, assuming other 

limiting factors can also be 

addressed.

yellow warbler and other 

migratory neotropical 

birds would lose riparian 

forest habitats. another 

avian species that depends 

upon searsville’s emergent 

aquatic habitat is the 

s a l tmarsh comm on 

yellowthroat.

13 species of bats found at 

Jasper ridge biological 

Preserve (there are 16 

species of bats found in 

california) would be 

potentially impacted by loss 

of searsville’s open water 

and wetlands habitats.

 

San francisco dusky-

footed woodrat, a species 

of special concern, would 

initially have its existing 

habitat disrupted, but could 

gain more acres than it loses 

long-term.

habitat gains and losses
resulting from stanford’s proposal to create an 

opening at the bottom of searsville Dam to drain 

the reservoir, flush out the fine sediment, and 

restore fish passage.

Continued from Page 1

For nearly 40 years, Lennie Roberts has been our voice in San 
Mateo County. One of the Bay Area’s most respected environmental 
leaders, Lennie has led countless critical open space battles on the 
San Mateo county coast and along Skyline Boulevard.
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the mary Davey legacy Society 
For those wonderful people who care deeply about our local environment

 “Wonderful people!” This wasn’t just Mary 
Davey’s catch phrase; it was her approach to life. She met every 
person or problem she encountered with the same positive energy 
embodied in that phrase. As a Committee for Green Foothills 
board member and volunteer for over 40 years, a founder of 
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District, one of the leaders 
who raised the funds to purchase the Peninsula Conservation 
Center, and so much more—Mary left an incredible legacy.

To recognize Mary’s lifetime of service, earlier this year we 
renamed our legacy society the Mary Davey Legacy Society.

The Mary Davey Legacy Society honors and celebrates those 
wonderful people who, like Mary, have included Committee for 
Green Foothills in their legacy planning. It is thanks to these 
people that we are able to sustain our work and protect local 
open space for future generations. 

If you have included Committee for Green Foothills in your 
plans, we encourage you to help with our financial planning by 
letting us know. Though we would like to welcome you publicly 
into the Mary Davey Legacy Society, we will ensure your 
anonymity if you prefer.

To learn more about legacy giving and what’s new with our work, 
please join us at our 2015 member socials, hosted at board 
members’ homes. We’ll enjoy wonderful company, delicious food, 
wine, sparkling drinks. Our next socials are:

Sunday, August 30

4–6pm

 Hosted by Helen Chapman in San Jose

Sunday, November 8 

3–5pm 

Hosted by Ron Erskine in Morgan Hill

For more information or to rsvP, please see www.greenfoothills.org/

socials or call Justyne schnupp at 650-968-7243 x340.

Mary Davey, a longtime board member and inspirational  
leader of Committee for Green Foothills.

We thank our current mary Davey  
legacy Society members

anonymous 

anonymous

anonymous*

mary davey*

Paul davis

richard and beth deatley

herb and norma grench

Jerry hearn

Peter and sue Latourrette

dave olson

daniel Quinn

megan and mark medeiros

Jeff segall

* Legacy members who are no longer with us.
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Valley Visionary
steve Blank and Alison elliott
richard and Beth DeAtley

Coastal Champion
Anonymous
martha cohn
gordon and Betty moore 

foundation
Brad and Judy o’Brien
James Wickett and 

magdalena Yesil
law offices of cotchett, Pitre 

& mccarthy
google, inc.

hillside hero 

Anonymous
Allan and marilyn Brown
Kit colman
charles and nancy geschke
cathie and Pitch Johnson
Peter and sue latourrette
Jamis and margaret 

macniven
facebook, inc.

Stream Steward 

elizabeth chamberlain
constance crawford
larry and Penny hassett
susan lang and robert 

levenson
Dean and laVon morton
lennie and mike roberts
Albert schreck
nancy and greg serrurier
Pete and Diane siemens
tanya slesnick and ted 

mitchell
charles Zaffaroni
midpeninsula regional open 

space District
namaste foundation
Peninsula open space trust

Bayland Benefactor
Anonymous
steve and carlene Abbors
steve Beck and Jane Baxter
Kaia eakin and Bryan Beck
stephen J. Boles
Kathy Bridgman
craig Britton and carleen 

Bruins

elizabeth Buchner
matthew Burrows
nancy s. Drapkin
linda and Jerome elkind
rob and susan flint
Ann forrister
Audrey freeman 
gary and Patricia hedden
James and mary
earle Jones
gail Kaiser and mark 

Anderton
Alice Kaufman and scot 

griffin
Jody and roger lawler
michelle lieberman and gal 

mariansky
linda and sid liebes
tor and nancy lund
theresa lyngso and Joseph 

mcclintock
christopher manning and 

laura salcido
Pete mccloskey and helen 

hooper
leslie Airola murveit and hy 

murveit
Paul and Antje newhagen
Jocelyn and David Perrone
William reller
nancy reyering and marty 

Walker
sarah and Doug rivers
Jessica rose Agramonte and 

James Principato
Adolph rosekrans
elizabeth Boardman ross
Katie sanborn and Barbara 

Wright
margaret schink
Jeff segall
margo sensenbrenner
lubab sheet and Jonathan 

Davis
leonard shustek and Donna 

Dubinsky
Jackie speier
Diane talbert and rodger 

rickard
David and Karie thomson
Jeanie treichel
Joe and Jamie Wang
Don Weden
laura Wells
mariquita West

Jan and Bill Whitmer
ciddy and Bob Wordell
guadalupe-coyote resource 

conservation District
Kenmark real estate group, 

inc.
silicon Valley community 

foundation
santa clara Valley Water 

District 

farmland friend
Anonymous (4)
David Beck and Debra robins
Peter Bjorklund
cherie and larry Breed
sherry Brown
norma camacho and Kevin 

smith
Brian carr
celio family
helen and Dan chapman
Wei and lydia chen
Kansen and Daisy chu
Kit Davey and tom Podoll
maryann moise Derwin
edith and Jeb eddy
ron erskine and renee filice
Jim foran
richard gordon
herb and norma grench
carole groom
Karen grove
Jerry hearn and rebecca 

reynolds
Jerry hill
steve and Karla Jurvetson
Jean Kaplinsky
Karen Kidwell and rodney farrow
Dana and mike Kimsey
suzi King
William and Katherine Korbholz
Jennifer and randy Krenzin
Peter and Beverly lipman
terri lobdell and Bill Johnson
Pauline lord
Andrea mackenzie
robin mcKnight and Allen olivo
mrs. Albert moorman
Delores and Walter nelson
liz and gary nielsen
Dave olson
mary and Ward Paine
Daniel and helen Quinn
eric richert and sandy sloan
Donald rocha
Jean rusmore
Audrey c. rust
gregory scharff
clysta seney
hartono sutanto and tom myers

maxine terner
carolyn tognetti
nancy and ted Vian
loren and erica Walden
cheeseman’s ecology safaris
colorprint 
first national Bank of northern 

california
Pacific gas and electric
san carlos Airport Pilots 

Association
santa clara Valley open space 

Authority
sustainable san mateo county
toby cooper and gary Bladen-

merrill lynch, menlo Park
tracy Zhang, charles schwab 

and co.
Your technology support 

Parkland Protector 
anonymous (5)
alison abbo
diane albertson
Judy and tom alessandri
ron alexander
rhoda alexander
John c. allen
chris allingham
teresa alvarado
Larry and Liv ames
garnetta annable
Karen s. arimoto-Peterson
michael aronson and Jody London
steve and olivia asch
mr. Keith g. askoff
charles bacon and cynthia dusel-bacon
Joan baez
gary bailey
ian bain
Julie baird and Laurie simonson
margie and bruce barkau
nancy and donald barnby
Pat barrentine
bob barrett and Linda atkinson
Larry and susan basso
Kevin bastian and dolores dalton
marilyn and william bauriedel
irene beardsley and dan bloomberg
elizabeth and george bechtel
margaret rose beernink- badger
adela and dina beltran
Jeanne benioff
Keith and atsuko bennett
caroline h. bergh
martin berndt
dave and anne bernstein
Paul billig
James bjorken
mr. and mrs. bloom
Phil and mary bobel
Kris bobier and tom coates
mr. and mrs. John boice
david bomberger
beth marie bonora
carolyne bosque
christopher and Jane botsford
Julia bott 
Patricia boyle
mary ashley brayton
John brazil and Libby dresel
danna breen
scott brenneman
wendy brewer Lama
winslow and ann briggs
Jonathan and roberta brown
robert d. brown, Jr.
Phyllis m. browning
Joanne e. bruggemann
mark bult and velma gentzsch
Jim and wileta burch
william and barbara busse
Lise buyer

Your Support MakeS our Work poSSible
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carolyn caddes
daryl and James camarillo
James carrig
eric carruthers
Phyllis and richard cassel
nancy and John cassidy
Julie ceballos
saul chaikin and elizabeth 

Johnson
Lyn chambers 
helen and Felix charpentier
Patricia cherry
Jill chesler
Karsten chin and Joyce hirata
na and ellen christensen
ted and ginny chu
bertina and christopher clare
thomas and sarah clark
ron and carol clazie
william and carolyn clebsch
george and trish clifford
Philippe cohen
Joyce cohen
Jean colby
robert r. compton
richard constantine
Kevin cooke
ms. ann coombs
sally and Kenneth cooper
mary cooper
Jeannette cosby
Jean covell
Linda craig and evan hughes
Janet creech
Jeanine crider
wendee crofoot
Jed and sue cyr
gladwyn d’souza
Kathleen dailey
mike and carol danaher
bradley daniels and regina-

celeste ahmad
mike danzenbaker and Lee hung
audrey davenport
John and mJ davey
gordon and carolyn davidson
Paul davis and Jade thuma
Jean and dexter dawes
shirley de martis
anne decarli
michael and romelia delay
elizabeth demeo
ms. Frances devlin
dale djerassi
mary and bob dodge
Lisa dorn
rachel dornhelm
Paul and maureen draper
richard and Jean duda
malcolm and cosette dudley
timothy duff
eugenia durdall
Lester earnest
John ebneter
Lee and scott einfalt
catherine and Kurt elvert
sandy emerson
ben encisco and Judith dean
Janet epstein
gael and Len erickson
barbara erny
ralph eschenbach and carol 

Provan
adrienne etherton
nancy Federspiel
anita and solomon Feferman
James Feichtl
Jan and bob Fenwick
tom and nancy Fiene
ellen Finch
solon and diane Finkelstein
mark and Lisa Fischer-colbrie
alice and herbert Fischgrund
helen Fisicaro
christine Fleming and wazir 

Peller
christel Fliss
deborah Ford-scriba
Pat Fox
Flavia Franco
william Freedman
Julianne Frizzell

hugh Frohbach
Judith and monty Frost
michael Frost
Kai yu david Fung
steve and Leslie Furney-howe
norma Jean galiher
ann ganesan
Linda gass
davena gentry
doreen and Frank gerrity
marianne gerson and dean 

glover
Jo rawlins gilbert
mary gill
william giusti
Lucille glassman
richard and nancy godfrey
ernest goitein
milton goldberg
mark J. goldberg
marian goldeen
mary gordon
Kit gordon
dr. gordon and Joan campbell
Kathy graham
John graham
Joan grammar
bob grassilli
Joan gray
barbara green
matthew seth greenberg
robert c. greene
david greene 
Peter gregory
grace and michael griffin
Kate gudmundson
sarah glade gurney
Justyna guterman
James and Linda hagan
Linda haines
stephen halprin
michael hammes
Paul hammes
Kathryn hargrove
Jonathan harman
Jean harman
hertha harrington
cecily harris
william harris
diane hart
Phillip harter
harry and susan hartzell
harry and sadako hatasaka
nancy L. hay
Kirsten and Kevin hayes
barry and ellen hecht
glenn and cynthia hendricks
mandy henry and benyam 

woldegiorgis
Jennifer henry
John herbert
Jack herman
Karen herrel
eleanor hess
John hewitt
Kenneth himes
Jan hintermeister
carroll ann hodges
arthur hofmayer
virginia holmes
Kirsten holmquist
ginger holt
virginia holtz
Lila hope
John horn
Lisa horn
don horsley
micheline horstmeyer
Joseph and nancy huber
barbara hunter
Julie and tracy hutcheson
cait hutnik
mrs. cleo Jackson
michael and christine James
clair and Jay Jernick
adaline Jessup
earl and Janet Jezek
shawn and mary Johnson
Judie Johnson
thomas Johnson
Jane Johnson

stephanie Johnstone
mick Jordan
Patsy Kahl
Joy and herb Kaiser
barbara Kaiser
ash Kalra
robert Katz
Judith Kays
Keely Family
suzanne Keith
carol and mike Kelly
barbara Kerckhoff
sylvia t. Kershaw
nancy Kiely
mark and Paulette Kirshner
yoriko Kishimoto
robert L. Kissick
Larry Klein and milbrey 

mcLaughlin
James and Judith Kleinberg
shani Kleinhaus
James Kleinrath
Liz and rick Kniss
Peter and ann Knopf
anthony and Judy Kramer
charles Krenz and Karen tate-

Krenz
aydan Kutay
ann v. Lambrecht
mrs. Jean Lane
alfred and maureen Lane
nils and marie Lang-ree
James and annie LaPlante
Jeanne Larkin
Jeffrey and maureen Latourrette
wing Lau
marilyn Lavezzo
thomas Lawer
ms. barbara w. Lawson
richard Leask 
matt Leddy and gail raabe
aldora Lee
rosalie Lefkowitz
barbara Leighton and Philip 

green
Karen and John Lemes
benjamin Lerner
elaine and morton Levine
Jane and howard Lewis
sam Liccardo
barry Lifland
ellen Lillington
ann and george Limbach
gloria Linder and inman gallogy
John Litzinger
sonja and Peter Lobban
tom Lockard and alix marduel
david Loeb
carol and hal Louchheim
henry and Karen Lowman
John and Jules Lynch
alisa and neil macavoy
rachel macias
chris macintosh
hugh macmillan
george and marjorie mader
david madison
Frederic mahler
ann and Keith mangold
david marsland
Janet martin
Peter mason
rosemary and John maulbetsch
Lori and dennis mcbride
hugh mcdevitt
alan and nancy mcgee
michael and nancy mcguire
eileen P. mcLaughlin
richard mcmurtry
megan and mark medeiros
John and valerie metcalfe
amy meyer
stephan and andrea meyer-ewald 
Philip and ruth meyerson
Pauline and eric millar
margaret miller
micki miller
robert and Joyce miller
Joyce and Pat milligan
barbara millin
david and Lynn mitchell
robert and Kay moline

clem and Jane molony
James montgomery and gale 

snow
dorsey moore
Kelly moran and mark eliot
martha morrell
mr. and mrs. william morris
Jack morton and mary ellen white
thomas moutoux
raymond mueller
Jarrett mullen
Kevin mullin
maryanne and david murphy
susan and michael murphy
Kyrod and Jynelle myatt
Jean and greg myers
Karen myers
Karen and sam c. naifeh
Peter neal
Frank and Julie nelson
ann and warren nelson
claudia newbold
mr. and mrs. merrill e. newman
richard newman
Patricia and Frank nichols
annaloy nickum
susan nightingale
Kenneth nitz
Joan norton
brigid o’Farrell and tJ glauthier
teresa o’neill
Kevin and barbara o’reilly
Johannes oberhofer
william and beverly oldfield
Jean and Franklin olmsted
david oppenheimer
Laurent Pacalin and Leslie 

wambach-Pacalin
mike Pacelli
wendy Page
ms. g. Lyndall Parsons
ragni and marc Pasturel
Pamela Patek
gary Patton
enid Pearson
norman and carolyn Penner
helen and Joe Pickering
Fran Pollard
Penny Pollock
daniel Ponti
margot and vaughan Pratt
mr. thomas Pressburger
beverly Purrington
stephen and sandra Pursell
James Quenelle
ed Quevedo and rosanne harding
richard and carol rabin
ted raczek
eleanor rakonitz
Laura rankin
ms. mary ratner
ramona raybin
sheila raymond
david reneau
emily renzel
Julie and Peter reynolds
curt riffle and Karen scussel
charles and Judith rino
david ritson
Lucrecia rivera and ricardo 

calderon
Jennifer roberts
Lynn and ray roberts
Joyce robinson
myrna and Leon rochester
stephen rock
sharon roeder
teresa rogoway
dick and ruth rosenbaum
annemarie rosengreen
stephen rosenthal
alex ross
robert and aileene roth
Jim and claudia rourke
Jozef ruck and donna ito
deborah r. ruddock
mary ann ruiz
carol and ron ruth
stacy sabol
grace sain
ari salomon
sean samenfeld-specht

ralph d. samuelson
elizabeth sarmiento and eric 

olson
todd sauke
dorothy saxe
roberta saxon and mike sasnett
Karl and susan schabinger
Janet and victor schachter
suzanne schauwecker
dana and alice schmidt
Kathryn schmidt
brian schmidt and Karen 

coppock
charles schmuck
matthew schreiber
charles schulz and claire taylor
ms. Joan scott
walter and Janice sedriks
anthony John seebach
Jonathan h. segal
ben and annette segall
Paul and Joan segall
bruce seidel
mrs. edwin a. seipp, Jr.
Patricia sexton
barbara and howard shaw
gerard and Joyce shefren
drew shell
Julia and Fred shepardson
Pat showalter and steve Longcor
david simon and Lynn gordon
barbara and robert simpson
sandra slater
Joy sleizer
charles and Lydia sloan
gail slocum and Jordan gruber
mitchel slomiak
marjorie and richard smallwood
david smernoff and cindy russell
Larry w. smith
tate and curtis snyder
Laurie spaeth
nita r. spangler
mr. and mrs. scott spencer
maureen and brian spitz
Lucile spurlock
erica and ivan stanojevic
anne stauffer
Laura and martin stein
adam stern
henry and marlene stern
cynthia r. stern
noel stevens
sarah d. stewart
robert stiff
ms. Kathryn strachota
carolyn straub and stephen 

mchenry
ted stroll
david and Jean struthers
robert e. stutz
ginger and roger summit
dr. and mrs. sunshine
robin ann sutton
Lina swisher and daniel rubin
Kathy and andy switky
rowland and Kajsa tabor
roger and sherry taylor
Laura teksler
Kym teppo
Kim thai
Jim and emily thurber
sara timby
robin toews
Jerry torrance and carmen ortiz
timothy tosta
stephanie tramz
ruth troetschler
sarah truebe
carolyn tucher
george tucker and Zoe Kersteen-

tucker
ellen and mike turbow
harry and charlotte turner
Lynn and Frank ubhaus
greg unangst and Pamela baird
Kirk vartan and marguerite Lee
Jessica vernon
Libby vincent
timothy vine
alexandra and randy von Feldt
James and Karen wagstaffe

darien and doug walker
stephen walker
Louis s. wall
dieter and susan walz
John ward
gretchen and douglass warner
ann warren smith
Patricia watters
Keith and maxine weber
mark s. wegehaupt
neil and sarah weintraut
ellie and daniel wendin
william wendin
anne and Putney westerfield
benjamin white
Lois wilco-owens
donald J. wilhelm
bruce and ann willard
michael and margaret williams
elinor and L. bruce wilner
howard wilshire
stephen wilson
garima wilson
Patricia wipfler
Jonathan and susan wittwer
dana and Kyle wolfe
osa and gregory wolff
Patricia wood
craig working
allen s. wright
rose wright
Jeffery and sophie yost
greg yost
robert and dorothy young
steve Zamek
ellen Zeff and Jeffrey blaney
Fifi Zeff
mary and mark Zoback

Palomar Park garden club

in memory of:
Bill Brown
mary Davey
Dan gray
Walter h. harrington
Jim Johnson
Darlene B. Jones
Audrey Kass
Bill Kortum
martin litton
susan marsland
ollie mayer
howard f. schopman
Joan stiff
lynn torin
georg treichel

in honor of:
matt Burrows
lenora fitting
Joanne greenwald
Judy holder
Amanda henry
Julie hutcheson
margaret macniven
mark and rachel
Pete mccloskey
megan medeiros
frank and claire Pacelli
lennie roberts
gabriel Zulman 

rosenberg
elizabeth sarmiento
Brian schmidt
Jeff segall
Peter stein
Diane talbert
mae and Jerry tinkleberg
ciddy Wordell
ellen Zeff

We Thank Our DonorsYour Support MakeS our Work poSSible
april 2014 - march 2015
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channels sustains plants that do not grow elsewhere and that 
provide important foraging and breeding habitat for many species. 
This is true even during dry seasons when there is little to no 
flowing water in creek beds. About 80% of western species use 
riparian corridors at some point in their lives, and more species 
of breeding birds use riparian corridors than any other habitat 
—even though riparian corridors comprise less than 1% of total 
land mass. Particularly in urban areas, creeks can provide the 
only wildlife habitat for miles, and they create migration routes 
between the Bay and the hills.

When development is located adjacent to a creek, the value 
of this wildlife habitat is degraded. Human presence has a 
disruptive effect on movement patterns of animals and their 
ability to utilize nesting and foraging resources. Human activity, 
nighttime lighting, and noise are stressors for many species and 
can cause animals to abandon an area that might otherwise 
provide valuable habitat and migration routes.

I will continue fighting to protect the health of our creeks 
and riparian corridors in San Jose and throughout the area. If 
you want to join me in these efforts, or learn more, please contact 
me at alice@greenfoothills.org to get involved.

Protecting San Jose’s Creeks

The recent history of our creeks can be summed up as 
“out of sight, out of mind.” During the era of sprawl 
in the 1950s and 1960s, many creeks were put into 
concrete channels or even buried underground. 

Moreover, even creeks spared that treatment have been 
compromised due to buildings and roads being located too close 
to the top of the bank. This has affected not only the wildlife that 
use creek corridors, but also the stability of creek channels, water 
quality, and flooding risks.

To preserve the health of our remaining creek corridors, it is 
vital to keep development—including roads, other paved surfaces, 
and any structures including fences and sheds—away from creek 
banks. Several local jurisdictions have riparian buffer zone 
ordinances, though some are more effective at protecting creeks 
than others. For example, San Jose has riparian corridor guidelines 
that indicate that development should be at least 100 feet back 
from riparian vegetation. However, these are only guidelines, not 
an enforceable ordinance.

For several years, I’ve been working with a group of riparian 
advocates in San Jose to achieve enforceable riparian corridor 
protection. This year, we’ve finally managed to get the city council 
to prioritize development of a real ordinance. We hope that 2015 
will be the year when San Jose’s creeks receive the protection they 
deserve and other cities in our region start to follow suit.

importance of riparian Buffer ZoneS

Buildings and roads too close to a creek or river cause rainfall 
to run off into the creek instead of being absorbed into the ground. 
This runoff can carry pollutants from car traffic and can erode 
creek banks and lead to bank collapse. During heavy storms, 
runoff leads to an increased risk of flooding, compounded by the 
erosion silting up the creek channel.

When developers remove riparian vegetation, all these issues 
are further exacerbated. Tree roots stabilize creek banks, and low 
vegetation filters contaminants from runoff and slows the speed 
of water. Trees provide nutrients to the creek by dropping leaves 
and branches into the water, and their shade helps keep the creek 
cool enough for fish habitat. 

Finally, trees and other vegetation growing in riparian 
corridors are vital to wildlife. In the dry climate of the Bay Area, 
creeks and rivers are the lifelines of survival for most terrestrial 
species. The high-moisture environment found in and near creek 

Alice Kaufman is one of our Legislative Advocates. She is 
a founding member of Redwood City Neighbors United, a 
community group working to oppose the massive Cargill/
DMB Saltworks development on the Redwood City salt ponds.

By aLiCe Kaufman LegisLative advocate

Protected creeks provide important habitat, flood prevention, and im-
proved water quality.

On our Coyote Creek Watershed Tour in March, I spoke on the 
importance of riparian buffer zones. This article summarizes 
riparian issues and what we are doing to protect local creeks.
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open space and parkland. We know that the residents care deeply 
about the environment and their city, but East Palo Alto residents 
could benefit from additional resources to effect change. We have 
been working with the community for the past several years, 
advocating for more open space within the city. Our Earth Day 
celebration was an opportunity to reach a wider group of residents 
and inspire them to find new ways to improve the environmental 
health of their city. 

Earth Day Celebration a Success in East Palo Alto

Be green, keep our city clean,” was the theme of our 
second annual East Palo Alto Earth Day Celebration 
on April 25, 2015. We spearheaded the event to 
strengthen our relationships with local community 

leaders and introduce residents to a host of ways they can help 
the earth in their own backyard. We partnered with the city and 
other local nonprofits to provide volunteer opportunities, 
information tables, and an incredible panel of speakers. 

The day was a great success, drawing over 150 residents to 
Cesar Chavez Elementary School for a day of service and 
celebration. Participants helped care for young trees with Canopy, 
worked with the East Palo Alto Police Department to paint over 
graffiti, picked up trash from the streets, and helped monitor the 
health of San Francisquito Creek with Acterra. Many local 
nonprofits and community agencies were on hand to discuss 
composting, watershed pollution, and farmers markets, among 
other topics. As the day concluded, attendees heard from Mayor 
Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier, State Assemblyman Rich Gordon, and 
Len Materman, Executive Director of the San Francisquito Creek 
Joint Powers Authority. Stanford professor Dr. Rodolfo Dirzo 
gave a bilingual presentation about the community effects of 
climate change. 

Our work in East Palo Alto stems from our observation that, 
unlike most other cities in San Mateo County, the city has little 

Top: Assemblymember Rich Gordon and East Palo Alto Mayor Lisa Yarbrough-Gauthier both spoke at the celebration. Above: Volunteers help care for 
local trees as part of the East Palo Alto Earth Day Celebration.

By aLiCe Kaufman LegisLative advocate & LiSa Dorn east PaLo aLto resident
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says Malcolm.
During our visit, a constant refrain of Malcolm’s and David’s was community; everyone who 

values local nature has an important role to play. While the day-to-day work of our two honorees 
is very different from the work we do at Committee for Green Foothills, our goals are very much 
the same. 

The pieces of our landscape—the beaches and baylands, hillsides and grasslands, rivers and 
streams—are critically important to the Bay Area community. Bay Nature magazine and Heyday 
Books work to inform and inspire all of us to better know and love our unique region. Says David, 
“If it wasn’t for the advocacy of groups like Committee for Green Foothills, there wouldn’t be 
anything for us to write about.” Each piece is a critical element in the larger community dedicated 
to safeguarding our open lands and the health and vitality of the Bay Area. 

Malcolm, David, and Committee for Green Foothills keenly understand the need to broaden 
our reach to include every segment of our wonderfully diverse community. This is why at this year’s 
Nature’s Inspiration, in honor of Malcolm and David, Committee for Green Foothills will make 
a gift to support the local work of Latino Outdoors, a great organization that builds and connects 
Latino leadership in the conservation community. 

We hope you join us on October 4, 2015 at the Filoli Estate to celebrate as Committee for Green 
Foothills recognizes the accomplishments of Malcolm Margolin and David Loeb. It will be a day 
to remember. 

early bird ticket Price is $125 until september 7. sponsorship opportunities 

starting at $500 are available. more information can be found online at 

www.greenfoothills.org/natures-inspiration

Meet Our New “Green Feet” Team Member: 
Justyne Schnupp Introduces Herself

I have always enjoyed exploring natural open spaces, and being a mother of two beautifully 
wild boys, I want to share the world with them as I enjoyed it growing up. What luck to 
work for Committee for Green Foothills, which helps protects that world. 

I took my first step in the environmental field working with the nonprofit Environmental 
Volunteers. There, children learn through hands-on science and nature education. This program 
instilled in me the knowledge that kids need to be outdoors, embrace nature, and learn to be the 
world’s stewards. But it isn’t just kids. Everyone should be able to go outside and touch, see, taste, 
and smell the world around them. 

After working in development and fundraising at various nonprofits, I have found event 
planning to be my true love. I hope that through our programs and events I can draw new members 
and partners to Committee for Green Foothills. By expanding our membership and diversifying 
it, we can gain more public support and achieve more results in the community. 

I’m very thankful for this opportunity and cannot wait to meet all of you. 

Justyne joined our staff in may as our events and outreach coordinator. you can reach her at justyne@

greenfoothills.org or 650-968-7243 x340.

Justyne is committee for green 

Foothills’ events and outreach 

coordinator. she is a graduate of 

the university of san Francisco and 

previously worked at environmental 

volunteers. when she’s not planning 

events, she enjoys roaming the 

world with her husband and two 

sons.

Continued from Page 3

Ron Erskine is Committee for Green Foothills’ Board Vice 
President. A native Bay Area resident, Ron is an avid 
outdoorsman and lifetime backpacker. He writes a regular 
outdoor column called “Getting Out” for the Morgan Hill 
Times and Gilroy Dispatch that he hopes will entice others 
to hike our local parks and preserves. 

Cover of recent issue of Bay 
Nature.
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Santa Clara County
City of giLroy  —  where the Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) for the North Gilroy Neighborhood District project is 
expected to be released for public review in July. Legislative 
Advocate Julie Hutcheson commented on the scoping process 
for the EIR in January. We are opposed to the project because 
it would prematurely expand Gilroy city limits by over 700 acres 
and exacerbate Gilroy’s jobs-housing imbalance.

City of morgan hiLL —  where city councilmembers voted 3-1 
to annex over 215 acres of an area known as the Southeast 
Quadrant. We are opposed to this plan, as it will result in the 
unnecessary loss of important farmland in the SEQ for growth 
that could be accommodated within current city limits. Legislative 
Advocate Julie Hutcheson has been calling for a revised project 
that addresses the many concerns expressed by CGF and others.

City of morgan hiLL  — where city councilmembers appointed 
a working group to provide direction on how to best modify 
the Residential Development Control System (RDCS), the city’s 
voter-approved growth control measure. The city anticipates 
bringing the RDCS back to the ballot in 2016 and including a 
new population cap and yearly growth rate. Legislative Advocate 
Julie Hutcheson is a member of this working group.

SteVenS CreeK traiL four CitieS ProjeCt — which is a joint 
effort to extend the Stevens Creek Trail further south. Constructing 
a trail along the creek corridor would have severe impacts on 
the creek. Legislative Advocate Alice Kaufman is advocating 
with the cities involved to route the trail along existing streets 
rather than within the creek corridor.

San Mateo County
menLo ParK — where the Parks Commission and city 
councilmembers will decide whether to enact a ban on radio 
controlled aircraft and drones in Bedwell Bayfront Park. 
Legislative Advocate Alice Kaufman has reminded the city that 
such uses are contrary to the park’s master plan, which calls for 
“wildlife enhancement … and an opportunity for people to 
enjoy peace and quiet.”

haLf moon Bay — where the city has initiated “neighborhood 
listening sessions” in 13 different neighborhoods, and four 
“building block workshops” on specific topics for its General 
Plan and Local Coastal Plan update. Legislative Advocate Lennie 
Roberts is keeping abreast of these outreach efforts and will be 
reminding the city of the need to maintain key Coastal Act 
policies that protect open space, sensitive habitats, and scenic vistas.

CaLifornia CoaStaL CommiSSion — which postponed 
consideration of important updates to Half Moon Bay’s sensitive 
habitat maps and policies due to last minute pressure from the 
city.

eDgewooD ParK —  where PG&E is planning to test a gas pipeline, 
which will involve digging and other disturbance of the park’s 
sensitive serpentine grassland habitat. Legislative Advocates 
Lennie Roberts and Alice Kaufman, together with other 
environmental groups and San Mateo County Parks staff, are 
meeting with PG&E to discuss ways to minimize impacts to 
this habitat.

The Committee is Watching...

The Committee Applauds...
San Mateo County
CaLifornia CoaStaL CommiSSion anD State LanDS 

CommiSSion — which have filed an amicus brief in support of 
the appeal by “Friends of Martin’s Beach” of Judge Gerald 
Buchwald’s bizarre decision that the State of California does not 
own this beach due to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848.

San mateo County SuPerViSor Don horSLey — under whose 
auspices Committee for Green Foothills and other appellants 
were able to reach an agreement on improvements to the proposed 
Big Wave project near Pillar Point Marsh. The revised project, 
which has now been approved by the San Mateo County Board 
of Supervisors, includes a reduction in square footage of the 
office park, reduced impacts to scenic views and additional 
protections for wetlands.

 
Santa Clara County
giLroy City CounCiL — which voted to change the designation 
of a 660-acre area of prime farmland on the east side of Gilroy 

from “Campus Industrial/Employment Lands” to “Open Space” 
as part of its 2040 general plan update. Legislative Advocate Julie 
Hutcheson along with many Gilroy residents advocated for this 
change. 

Santa CLara County BoarD of SuPerViSorS — for adopting 
a resolution authorizing the 13 eligible cities in the county to 
adopt their own Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone, which would 
entitle qualifying parcels to reduced property tax when the land 
is used for agricultural purposes for at least a five-year period. 
As a member of the Santa Clara County Food System Alliance, 
CGF has urged the Board of Supervisors to support this action.

San joSe City CounCiL — which voted to prioritize development 
of a riparian corridor protection ordinance. Legislative Advocate 
Alice Kaufman met with councilmembers and spoke at the 
council meeting to advocate for this prioritization.

morgan hiLL City CounCiLmemBer riCh ConStantine — for 
consistently voting to oppose the current Southeast Quadrant 
Land Use Plan and Agricultural Lands Preservation Program.
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Save the Date

You’re Invited to our Board-Hosted Member Socials
Sunday, August 30, 4–6pm – hosted by Helen Chapman in San Jose

Sunday, November 8, 3–5pm – hosted by Ron Erskine in Morgan Hill

For more information or to RSVP please see www.greenfoothills.org/socials

Please join us for our 12th annual Nature’s Inspiration: 
Honoring Malcolm Margolin and David Loeb
Sunday, October 4, 2015, 3–6pm  

 

Raise a glass with friends old and new for an inspiring afternoon among 

the ever changing gardens of the Filoli Estate. This year we’re pleased to 

be honoring two California treasures, Malcolm Margolin and David Loeb. 

We hope you will join us as we celebrate Committee for Green Foothills 

and the people who have dedicated their lives to protecting nature.

For more information, to purchase tickets, or become a sponsor, please see           

www.greenfoothills.org/natures-inspiration


